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CLASSICAL ROOTS OF THE UNRUH AND HAWKING
EFFECTS
M. PAURI1 AND M. VALLISNERI2
Abstract. Although the Unruh and Hawking phenomena are com-
monly linked to field quantization in “accelerated” coordinates or in
curved spacetimes, we argue that they are deeply rooted at the classical
level. We maintain in particular that these effects should be best un-
derstood by considering how the special-relativistic notion of “particle”
gets blurred when employed in theories including accelerated observers
or in general-relativistic theories, and that this blurring is an instantia-
tion of a more general behavior arising when the principle of equivalence
is used to generalize classical or quantum special-relativistic theories to
curved spacetimes or accelerated observers. A classical analogue of the
Unruh effect, stemming from the non-invariance of the notion of “elec-
tromagnetic radiation” as seen by inertial and accelerated observers, is
illustrated by means of four gedanken-experimente. The issue of energy
balance in the various cases is also briefly discussed.
1. Introduction
The Unruh and Hawking effects sit deservedly among the most widely dis-
cussed and popularized subjects in the physics of the last two decades. A
strong part of their “folklore” is the conviction that these effects have an
eminently quantum mechanical character. For instance, one often hears
that black holes would indeed be black by classical physics, were it not
for quantum mechanics coming to the rescue of black hole thermodynam-
ics, providing a thermal emission of particles from the black hole’s horizon
(Hawking effect [1]). And again, the fact that the Minkowski vacuum should
contain particles to be seen by an accelerated detector (Unruh effect [2]) is
perceived as a modern quantum marvel on par, say, with quantum tunneling
and EPR effects3. In this paper we claim instead that both the Unruh and
the Hawking effect have a clear classical counterpart, and that they can be
understood as typical examples of the perspectival semantics arising within
the difficult migration from special-relativistic to curved-spacetime physics
or simply to accelerated observers [4].
The assertion of the Poincare´ group as the global symmetry group of
space-time has been seminal to the great theoretical synthesis of the first half
1Dipartimento di Fisica, Universita` di Parma, 43100 Parma, Italy; INFN, Sezione di
Milano, Gruppo Collegato di Parma, Italy. E-mail address: pauri@parma.infn.it
2Theoretical Astrophysics 130-33, Caltech, Pasadena CA 91125; Dipartimento di Fisica,
Universita` di Parma, 43100 Parma, Italy; INFN, Sezione di Milano, Gruppo Collegato di
Parma, Italy. E-mail address: vallis@caltech.edu
3As insightfully discussed by Sciama [3], these phenomena bring together in an intrigu-
ing way Einstein’s independent legacies of fluctuation theory and relativity.
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of this century, begun with the full acknowledgment of Maxwell’s electro-
magnetism as a special-relativistic theory, and beautifully climaxed with
quantum field theory. Thus, the concepts and interpretive paradigms of
these theories refer naturally to the privileged class of inertial observers.
Now, the equivalence principle of general relativity does warrant Lorentz
group as a symmetry group, but only locally: this locality becomes crucial
when one tries to generalize to curved space-time geometries the concepts
and paradigms inherited from special-relativistic theories, when these are
based on the global symmetries of Minkowski space-time.
In section 2 of this article we shall argue that the gist of the Unruh
and Hawking effects can be understood within this frame of reasoning, well
beyond their quantum character. Essentially, we shall be discussing how the
special-relativistic notion of a quantum “particle” becomes slippery when
one tries to extend it to curved spacetimes or to non-inertial observers.
In section 3 we will show that the same ambiguity befalls the entirely
classical concept of electro-magnetic “radiation”, by examining the espe-
cially instructive “paradox” of a charge falling in a constant homogeneous
gravitational field: by emitting radiation, such a charge might be distin-
guishable from a similarly falling uncharged body, pointing to a violation of
the equivalence principle of general relativity. We will deliberately introduce
the issue in a blurred way echoing its initial appreciation in the literature,
as a borderline case between special and general relativity; this presentation
makes the contradiction most apparent. By fully placing the question within
the theoretical framework of general relativity, the “paradox” is seen to fade.
The solution lies in the fact that the notion of electro-magnetic radiation is
not invariant with respect to transformations between inertial and acceler-
ated reference frames, so that radiation can be “produced” or “transformed
away” by suitably changing the state of motion of the observer.
We regard this “illusion” as a veritable forerunner of the Unruh and Hawk-
ing effects and we submit that these effects are, in R. Peierls’ definition [5],
“intellectual surprises” that could have been foreseen much earlier, were it
not for the difficult epistemic upgrade required to switch from the special to
the general-relativistic worldview.
2. Classical nature of the Unruh and Hawking effects
2.1. The Unruh and Hawking effects: synopsis. As many authors
have underlined, the Unruh and Hawking effects are most transparently
explained as being about the different definitions of “quantum particles”
from alternative points of view.
An essential ingredient in the standard quantization of free fields theories
is the normal mode decomposition of the field operators and the distinction
between “positive frequency” and “negative frequency” modes, fixing the
identity of “particles” and “antiparticles” and, most importantly, that of
the “vacuum state”. However, there are infinitely many ways to accomplish
this decomposition4, roughly corresponding to all the possible choices of a
complete set of solutions for the classical wave equation. While building a
4See for instance ref. [6].
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correspondence between such differently assembled theories5, cases are found
when the vacuum state of a theory is mapped to a “particle”-containing state
in another theory.
In special-relativistic theories, there is a strong criterion to select one
particular quantization: one traditionally picks classical solutions of definite
frequency with respect to Minkowski coordinate time, thereby insuring a
covariant notion of “particle” that is adequate for all inertial observers. If
we extend our scope, however, we soon discover that there can be more than
one logical choice of modes.
A first example is the Unruh effect [2], which takes into account an ob-
server travelling through Minkowski space-time along a uniformly acceler-
ated world-line. To him it will come natural to employ modes of definite
frequency with respect to his proper time: in this way the vacuum state
of the usual theory based on Minkowski coordinate time is found to cor-
respond to a thermal bath of “particles” in the theory built starting from
“accelerated modes”.
This result is considered “robust” since it can be derived by an altogether
different approach [2]: by standard approximation theory, a quantum de-
tector moving along a pre-determined accelerated world-line is found to
thermalize upon interaction with the “Minkowski” vacuum state. It is a
well-known result that its energy absorption rate is essentially determined
by the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function of the field, along
the detector’s world-line and with respect to the detector’s proper time:
R(ω) =
∫ +∞
−∞
dτ e−iωτ 〈0|φˆ(xµ(0))φˆ(xµ(τ))|0〉.(1)
Since the Wiener-Khinchin theorem states that the Fourier-transformed au-
tocorrelation of a signal is actually its power spectrum, the detector response
is seen to be correlated to the energy content of the field in a manner that is
dependent on the specific form of the energy-momentum tensor of the field,
and of the interaction Hamiltonian between the field and the detector. This
substantiates the presence of a thermal signal, which is readily interpreted
in the light of the “normal mode” derivation of the Unruh effect as belonging
to a thermal bath of “particles”. Any absorbed energy must ultimately come
from the classical agency supposed to keep the detector on its worldline.
Moving to curved space-times, consider the Hawking effect [1]: here a
quantum field is taken to live on the background geometry of a spheri-
cally symmetric distribution of matter collapsing to a black hole. Now, the
symmetries of this space-time hint to two natural definitions of quantum
“particle”: one is appropriate to observers inhabiting the early stages of col-
lapse, when space-time is still approximately Minkowskian; the other suits
late observers witnessing the stationary black hole phase. It turns out that
the vacuum state, as defined by early observers, appears to late ones to
contain a thermal bath of particles incoming from the direction of the black
5Even if different choices of the modes may in general lead to unitarily inequivalent
theories [6], it is always possible to establish an arbitrarily “accurate” correspondence
between the states of any two such constructions, using the so-called algebraic approach
[7].
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hole’s event horizon. Again, this conclusion is fortified by consideration of
quantum detectors traveling through Schwarzschild space-time [4].
2.2. Slippery notions and interpretive illusions. A physical theory
consists loosely of three interpenetrating bodies of knowledge: an axiomatic
structure identifying principles, laws and the consequences that can be in-
ferred from them; an operative interface to experimentation, together with a
set of defining or encyclopaedic experimental results; and a semantic frame-
work of interpretations and paradigms necessary to conceive the physical
world and to think about physical facts. As an example, for the standard
“one-particle” quantum theory the axiomatic construction would essentially
be that of Dirac’s Quantum Mechanics [8], while the interpretive framework
might be identified with the “Copenhagen interpretation”.
Each of these three segments has its ways of restructuring and evolving;
predictably, the semantics of a theory are the fluidest, often depending on
unspoken perceptions and understandings, and rarely residing organically
in written documents. Some of them they crystallize into what we call
“notions”: some of them are doomed to extinction (think of the ether);
others pass unscathed or even augmented from a successful theory to the
next one (think of mass and energy); and again others are subject to curious
blurrings and cross-breedings (think of “particles” and “waves” after the
quantum revolution). We regard this “memetics” [9] of notions as one of the
most charming and enjoyable versants of the history of theoretical physics.
We will say that we are in presence of perspectival semantics when within
a theory the same physical information is assigned distinct semantic con-
tents according to different but equally legitimate readings. This happens
for quantum field theory when it is tentatively extended to curved space-
times, or to accelerated observers. Even if Einstein provided the principle of
equivalence to ferry special-relativistic physics across to general relativity,
the old semantics cannot always cope with the upgrade: some notions get
slippery, or become afflicted with paradoxes.
The Unruh and Hawking effects are instantiations of perspectival seman-
tics wherein the ambivalent signal is the value of the field, and its perspec-
tival interpretation points to the failure of the notion of “particle”. Let us
then dissect this very notion. We feel entitled to speak of quantum “par-
ticles” when we remark a certain periodic structure in the temporal and
spatial dependence of the field signal. This attribution of meaning is not
new to quantum field theory, but can be traced etymologically to certain
basic tenets of parent theories:
1. in one-particle quantum mechanics, solutions to the wave equation are
seen as describing, once again, a “particle”;
2. in classical non-relativistic mechanics, position and momentum are
fundamental observables, fully defining the location of the represen-
tative point in phase space;
3. the passage to relativistic classical mechanics somehow weakens the
fundamental status of the position observable, due to covariance prob-
lems; on the other hand, the energy-momentum four-vector gains clout
as the “essential attribute” of a relativistic particle;
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4. again in relativistic classical mechanics, energy and momentum are
the generators of infinitesimal translations in time and space; Fourier
modes are then identified as waves (and, consequently, “particles”) of
definite energy-momentum.
By the covariance properties of the energy-momentum four-vector, all in-
ertial observers in Minkowski space-time will perform compatible frequency
analyses of the same signal, leading to coherent identifications of “parti-
cles”. In the Unruh and Hawking effects, a “particulate” content is ascribed
to states, otherwise seen as “empty”, by means of a frequency assessment
which however takes place outside of the compatibility domain of the “par-
ticle” notion, i. e. special-relativity. Indeed, the Unruh and Hawking effects
come about when we try to enlarge quantum field theory to accommodate
accelerated observers in Minkowski space-time or generic observers in curved
space-times.
2.3. The Unruh and Hawking effects in classical field theory. We
come now to our claim. The normal mode decomposition of the field ar-
guably belongs to the classical domain: for instance, in classical field theory
one can write a real scalar field as a sum of a complete set of positive fre-
quency orthonormal modes,
φ(xµ) =
∑
i
aiψi(x
µ) + a∗iψ
∗
i (x
µ),(2)
and interpret the coefficients ai’s and a
∗
i ’s as articulating the presence of
single wave-modes in the overall configuration of the field. Quantum field
theory is obtained by “promoting” these coefficients to Fock algebra opera-
tors. The “particle content” of a quantum state is then “read” by means of
the number operators Ni ≡ a
†
iai.
If two competing decompositions are set up for the field, as both in the
Unruh and Hawking effects, the transformation between the coefficients (op-
erators) in the two schemes will not depend on the procedure (classical or
quantum) employed to “read” the field signal, but only on the way in which
one set of modes can be written in terms of the other: namely, on their
reciprocal scalar products6. As we have already remarked, the gist of the
Unruh and Hawking effects resides in this transformation, which we now
6Note that this is true already at the classical level. The usual way to define scalar
products in free quantum field theories is to adapt the symplectic structure of the space
of solutions of the classical wave equation (see e. g. ref. [6]). This procedure insures the
conservation of scalar products through evolution. At the classical level, these scalar
products can be used to set up for any solution a spectral decomposition that will be
conserved in time: i. e., any solution can be seen as a superposition of wave-modes.
Once a second decomposition “competing” with (2) is established as
φ(xµ) =
∑
i
ciξi(x
µ) + c∗i ξ
∗
i (x
µ),
we obtain for the new coefficients and for the creation and destruction operators
cj =
∑
i
αijai + β
∗
ija
∗
i
αij = (ξj , ψi), βij = (ξ
∗
j , ψi),
where the scalar product is the one defining the ξi’s as a complete orthonormal set.
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acknowledge as originally classical. What is more, equation (1) closely par-
allels the expression found by Planck [10] for the rate at which a classical
charged harmonic oscillator absorbs energy from a statistical radiation field:
Rcl(ω) =
∫ +∞
−∞
dτ e−iωτ 〈φ(xµ(0))φ(xµ(τ))〉,(3)
where ω is the oscillator’s natural frequency and 〈. . . 〉 denotes an ensemble
average.
Does then classical field theory exhibit the Unruh effect? It does not if we
consider its “fundamental” configuration to be given by an everywhere null
field, which is truly a universally invariant configuration! No matter how
a null signal is read, it will always remain null. In quantum field theory,
instead, the non-vanishing fluctuations of the vacuum state always provide
a bias signal that makes the Unruh and Hawking perspectival effects possible.
There are two ways to introduce such a “fundamental signal” in classical
field theory: the first is simply to bring in classical sources, and to examine
the wave-mode content of the resulting inhomogenous solutions of the wave
equation. Higuchi and Matsas [11] define a “classical particle number” as
energy density per unit frequency divided by frequency, and proceed to
show that the relation between these numbers, as reckoned in inertial and
“accelerated” coordinates, is consistent with the existence of an Unruh-type
thermal bath. A related approach is due to Srinivasan et al. [12, 13]
The second route is to postulate that the “fundamental” configuration
of the classical field consists of an incoherent superposition of plane waves,
endowing the vacuum with a “zero-point” energy of ~ω/2 per mode; the wave
phases are assumed to be uniformly and independently distributed random
variables. This is called stochastic classical field theory ; in its specialization
to electro-magnetism it was introduced in 1963 by Marshall [14, 15]; the
constant ~ is imported to the classical framework by requiring the mean-
square displacement of a charged harmonic oscillator to be the same as
in quantum theory. The “fundamental signal” of stochastic classical field
theory is able to account for the Unruh effect [16].
It is arguable that all the above derivations leading to the appearance of
the Unruh effect in classical field theory could be reproduced for fields in-
habiting the background space-time of a gravitational collapse, engendering
a classical Hawking effect. This conviction stems from the circumstance that
both effects are derived, as we discussed above, by the essentially classical
operation of tracing “competing” sets of modes and calculating their recip-
rocal scalar products. We defer to a future paper the explicit calculations.
It is interesting to ponder whether these classical homologues could have
been noticed during the development of classical electro-magnetism, so that
the Unruh and Hawking effects would have subsequently been derived as
their “quantum version”. The answer is probably negative. These classical
results have a distinct retrospective flavor, due in part to the weaker semantic
content of the notion of “wave-mode” compared to that of “particle”, and
in part to the absence of a fluctuating vacuum to highlight the phenomenon
in the classical domain.
In spite of this, we believe that the Unruh and Hawking perspectival
effects could have been predicted earlier and by a different route, drawing
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Figure 1. Four Gedankenexperimente: To the right of the
laboratory frame, supported by a compensating agency (rock-
ets), is our imaginary Einstein’s elevator, falling freely (ex-
cept for experiment 1) in the earth’s gravitational field, which
we assume to be homogeneous.
from the analogy with the slippery notion of “radiation” in classical electro-
magnetism, when this theory is tentatively extended to general relativity.
Slippery radiation is the subject of the next section.
3. The equivalence principle paradox
One of the challenges posed by the advent of general relativity to the estab-
lished comprehension of the physical world was the apparent conflict between
the principle of equivalence and the well established fact that accelerated
charges radiate. This can be spelled out by the following Gedankenexper-
iment : let us move to a laboratory setting here on Earth and do tests
with a system consisting of a point-like electric charge and a detector of
electro-magnetic radiation. We will check whether the detector registers
any radiation when the system is set up as follows (see fig. 1):
1. support both the charge and the detector in the Earth’s gravitational
field;
2. support the detector and let the charge fall freely;
3. let the detector fall and support the charge;
4. let both the detector and the charge fall freely.
If we are willing to concede that our laboratory is small enough compared to
the Earth, we may work in the idealization that the detector and the charge
are immersed in a constant homogeneous gravitational field : falling objects
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will then move along uniformly accelerated trajectories (possibly relativistic)
in the “vertical” direction.
Let us first consider experiments 1 and 2. Our pre-relativistic intuition
suggests that the still charge will emit no radiation, while the falling one will;
what is more, since the falling charge will lose energy to electro-magnetic
radiation, it will fall more slowly than a similar uncharged body. Yet the
equivalence principle of general relativity, at least in the case of homoge-
neous (apparent) fields, requires a charged test particles to follow the same
geodesics as an uncharged one7!
By 1960, however, the very existence of radiation from a uniformly ac-
celerated charge was still disputed. In V. Ginzburg’s words [17], this is one
of the “perpetual problems” of classical electrodynamics, and its discussion
continued for decades in the scientific literature. M. Born’s original solution
for the field of a uniformly accelerated charge [18] was divergingly inter-
preted as implying the emission of radiation [19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25] or its
absence [26, 27, 28]. Most notably, in his 1921 Enzyklopa¨die der Matematis-
chen Wissenschaften article, Pauli ruled that uniformly accelerated charges
do not radiate.
In section 3.1 we briefly summarize the debate and see that uniformly
accelerated charges do radiate according to the standard Larmor’s formula,
R =
2
3
e2a2
c3
.(4)
Once the presence of radiation is established, we are left with our “paradox”,
attracting by itself an extensive literature [29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 17, 35, 36].
For instance, it has been argued [29, 30] that measurements of radiation may
be made only in the limit of large distances from the falling charge, and that
by various considerations it is doubtful that such an extended homogeneous
gravitational field could be confidently postulated.
Yet a riper resolution may be found by framing the issue correctly within
our modern understanding of general relativity [32, 34, 17]. The (strong)
principle of equivalence [37, 38, 39] can be formulated as stating that the
special-relativistic equations of physics are valid unmodified in (local) iner-
tial reference frames. Coming to our experiments, in the hypothesis of a
homogeneous gravitational field, Maxwell’s special-relativistic equations are
valid globally throughout space-time, but only when they are written in the
freely falling reference frame.
Hence, we realize that Larmor’s formula (4), together with the principle
of equivalence, should not be used to predict the outcome of the “supported”
experiments 1 and 2, but rather that of 3 and 4. The freely falling system
consisting of detector and charge will behave exactly as would a similar
system at rest, were gravitation absent, so that experiment 4 will report no
radiation; whereas in experiment 3 the supported charge will be arguably
accelerated relative to the freely falling detector, emitting radiation as given
by (4). This is not a violation, but a consequence of the equivalence principle!
7Of course, since our charge is still a test-particle, one works under the assumption that
neither the charge’s mass nor that of the electromagnetic field it generates are significant
to the shaping of space-time geometry.
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Yet, if these results held true also for the supported detector, we would
be led to accept that, contrary to our earlier intuition, charges that are
accelerated relative to the laboratory reference frame (experiment 2) do not
radiate, while still charges (experiment 1) do. This latter conclusion would
be especially embarrassing, since it is not clear how a continuous transfer of
energy could be obtained within a stationary physical system such as that
of experiment 1.
The point here is that the extension of outcomes obtained in the inertial
frame to the “supported” experiments is unwarranted. We cannot infer the
readings of the supported detector from those of the inertial one, but we must
explicitly derive them within a suitable extension of the special-relativistic
theory of electro-magnetism. There are several ways to do so: by modeling
a simple radiation detector and examining its response to electro-magnetic
fields while undergoing acceleration [33]; by using a weak field approximation
to general relativity [34]; or by evaluating the flux of the Poynting vector
through spherical surfaces at rest in the “supported” frame[36].
Following Rohrlich [32], in 3.2 we shall instead seek a set of coordinates
for the Minkowski metric that may be taken to “simulate physics” as seen by
observers supported in a constant homogeneous gravitational field. In this
scheme, the outcome of experiments 1 and 2 is predicted by transforming
to “supported coordinates” the field tensors found in the inertial system for
supported and freely falling charges. In 3.3 we will see that in the supported
frame the field of the still charge is very nearly of Coulomb form (experiment
1); while the falling charge is found to emit radiation (experiment 2).
By this procedure and in accord with refs. [33, 34], the results that we
intuitively expected from the “supported” experiments are seen to be correct
to a very good approximation for “reasonable” gravitational accelerations8.
Also, it is found that the very notion of radiation is not invariant with
respect to transformations from inertial to accelerated reference frames: as
remarked in ref. [3], much like “virtual particles” for the Unruh effect, an
accelerated (in this case, supported) observer will detect radiation where a
freely falling observer only sees a pure Coulomb field9. Also, as in the Unruh
effect, the energy absorbed by the accelerated observer must ultimately come
from the agency enforcing acceleration, and not from the putative source of
radiation. This is discussed in subsection 3.4.
3.1. The radiation of uniformly accelerated charges. Uniformly ac-
celerated motion is defined in special relativity by requiring that the world-
line xµ(τ) have a 4-acceleration aµ = d2xµ/dτ2 of constant norm (aµaµ)
1/2 =
g, or equivalently that the 3-acceleration a(τ) be a constant vector in the
instantaneous rest frame of the world-line. If we restrict our attention to
motions taking place on a 2-dimensional space-time plane10, we get (up to
8See equation (19).
9Experiment 2 is the classical analog of the quantum Unruh effect, while experiment 4
would correspond to the quantum statement that an inertial detector sees no “particles”
in the Minkowski vacuum. Levin, Peleg and Peres [40] discuss what might be considered
a quantum analog of experiments 1 and 3. They introduce a quantum field living within a
uniformly accelerated cavity and study its interactions with comoving or inertial detectors.
10Relaxing this hypothesis yields the larger class of Synge helixes [41].
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Poincare´ transformations) the world-line [27, 42, 38]

t = g−1 sinh gτ,
x = 0,
y = 0,
z = g−1 cosh gτ.
(5)
Since these equations describe a hyperbola in the zt plane, this kind of mo-
tion is also known as “hyperbolic”, in contrast with the “parabolic” free fall
of Galileian mechanics. The reference frame that we have employed to write
(5) is actually the instantaneous rest frame of the moving point at proper
time τ = 0. The trajectory turns out to be invariant with respect to Lorentz
boosts on the z axis, which shift it along itself; the boosts actually amount
to simple translations in proper time transforming between instantaneous
rest frames at different proper times.
Is (5) also a correct worldline for a charged particle coupled to the electro-
magnetic field? It appears to be so, since substituting it in the standard
Dirac-Lorentz equation [43, 44, 42],
maµ − Fµext =
2
3
e2
c3
(
a˙µ −
aαaα
c2
uµ
)
,(6)
yields a vanishing radiative damping term, so that (5) solves (6) for a suitable
external field Fµext. This circumstance has been the root of many misgivings:
because the charge apparently loses no mechanical energy to radiation, it
seems natural to conclude that there is no radiation at all. We will come to
this in a moment.
The explicit form of the fields associated with hyperbolic motion was first
derived by Born [18], and may be expressed [30] in the usual cylindrical
coordinates (t, ρ, φ, z) as

Eρ = 8eg
−2ρz/ξ3,
Eφ = 0,
Ez = −4eg
−2(g−2 + ρ2 + t2 − z2)/ξ3,
Hρ = 0,
Hφ = 8eg
−2ρt/ξ3,
Hz = 0,
(7)
where ξ = [(g−2 − ρ2 + t2 − z2)2 + 4g−2ρ2]1/2. In the hypothesis of retarded
potentials, the fields must be restricted to the causal future z + t > 0 of the
charge. This condition was not enforced in Born’s original solution and was
introduced by Schott [19, 20]. Bondi and Gold [29] further “patched” the
solution with Dirac-delta fields on z + t = 0, where otherwise it would not
satisfy Maxwell’s equations.
The magnetic field (and thus Poynting’s vector) vanishes throughout
space at time t = 0. By symmetry, it must also vanish in every instan-
taneous rest frame, at all events that are simultaneous with the charge in
that frame. Pauli [27] concludes that “there is no formation of a wave zone
nor any corresponding radiation”.
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Now, the notion of “electro-magnetic radiation” is usually associated with
two connected physical facts:
1. the fields originating at an event along the world-line of the charge, and
propagating outwards on the light cone, consist both of a Coulomb
term decreasing as 1/R2 (where R is the radius of the light cone in
any given Lorentz frame) and of a 1/R radiation term that eventually
comes to dominate the field in the so-called wave zone;
2. the radiation term arises because at successive instants, the accelerat-
ing charge is not in the right position to support its previous Coulomb
field. Thus a portion of field is effectively splintered away : it takes on
an independent existence and travels outwards from the charge, at the
speed of light, carrying its own endowment of energy-momentum.
We may then adopt, following Fulton and Rohrlich [30], a local, Lorentz-
invariant criterion to decide if a charge is instantaneously radiating at event
xµ(τ) along its world-line by evaluating the flux of the energy-momentum
tensor T µν through light spheres centered at xµ(τ). In the limit of radii
increasing to infinity11 we get a unique 4-vector, given in terms of the kine-
matic parameters of the charge’s trajectory as
dPµ
dτ
=
2
3
e2
c3
(aαaα)u
µ.(8)
According to this criterion, the uniformly accelerated charge is seen to ra-
diate with Larmor’s power R = 2/3 e2g2/c2. As for Pauli’s objection, the
vanishing of Poynting’s 3-vector along a constant-time surface in each instan-
taneous reference frame is of no import to the transfer of energy-momentum,
which must be evaluated using the fully relativistic tensor T µν . To really
make R zero, Poynting’s vector would need to be null, in the instantaneous
rest frame, on the light cone centered on the charge, and not on the space-like
surface t = 0.
Finally, we are left to prove the conservation of energy. If all of the ex-
ternal force Fµext in eq. (6) is transformed into kinetic energy, where does
the radiated energy come from? We may answer this question by realizing
that hyperbolic motion describes the hardly “physical” situation of a charge
coming from and going to infinite z’s with an asymptotic speed approaching
c. When we ask about the conservation of energy we are in fact trying to bal-
ance infinite quantities, and we should expect to do this, in some sense, “in
the limit”. Consider instead a trajectory built by attaching two portions of
uniform motion to a uniformly accelerated motion taking place only through
a finite lapse of time; at the junctions, the acceleration must necessarily be
non-uniform. It is just there that radiation reaction acts to insure that the
total work exerted by Fµext be equal to the increase in the kinetic energy of
the charge plus the energy radiated to infinity [45, 46]. We can picture the
outward energy flux from the charge during uniformly accelerated motion as
being borrowed from the divergent energy of the electro-magnetic field near
the charge, which effectively acts as an infinite reservoir. While draining
energy, the field becomes more and more different from the velocity field of
an inertially moving charge, and when hyperbolic motion finally ends, the
11In order for the limit to be finite, the field must have a 1/R asymptotic behavior,
since Tµν is quadratic in Fµν .
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external force will have to provide all the necessary energy to reestablish the
original structure [47].
3.2. Construction of a “supported frame” in a constant homoge-
nous gravitational field. Following Rohrlich [32, 42], we shall seek a set
of non-inertial coordinates to “simulate” physics as seen by supported ex-
perimenters. We will do so by appealing to their subjective observations on
basic facts about space-time and gravitation.
Supported observers follow a non-geodesic trajectory through Minkowski
space-time; from their point of view, crono-geometry appears to be static
(that is, the speed of clocks and the length of objects does not vary with
time) and flat (space-time is Minkowskian); moreover, spatial geometry ap-
pears as homogeneous in the two “horizontal” directions. We shall then
define a “constant homogeneous gravitational field” as a flat static metric
that is manifestly invariant under translations and rotations in a spatial
plane. We will further impose the requirement that in these coordinates
the geodesic equation reproduce the correct “Newtonian behavior” in the
non-relativistic limit.
The most general metric satisfying such properties can be written as12
ds2 = −D(z′) dt′
2
+ dx′
2
+ dy′
2
+ (
√
D(z′)
′
/g)2 dz′
2
,(9)
where, because of the “Newtonian limit”, D(z′) is required to approximate
1 + 2gz′ to first order in gz′. Supported observers inhabit the worldlines of
constant x′, y′ and z′. There are several explicit possibilities for D(z′), stem-
ming from the freedom to synchronize clocks differently at varying “heights”
in the supported frame. Consider for instance
ds2 = −(1 + 2gz′) dt′
2
+ dx′
2
+ dy′
2
+ (1 + 2gz′)−1dz′
2
,(10)
where D(z′) coincides with its non-relativistic limit. The most useful choice
for D(z′), however, yields Rindler’s metric
ds2 = −(1 + gz′)2dt′
2
+ dx′
2
+ dy′
2
+ dz′
2
,(11)
which implies a linear variation of clock speed by height: Einstein implicitly
used this metric in his seminal argument about gravitational energy and the
speed of clocks [48]. Note that, independently of D(z′), it is always possible
to put the metric in the Rindler form (11) by introducing the new “vertical”
coordinate z′′ defined by 1 + gz′′ =
√
D(z′).
The transformation equations between the “accelerated” coordinates lead-
ing to (9) and the inertial ones are given (up to Poincare´ transformations)
by 

t = g−1
√
D(z′) sinh gt′,
x = x′,
y = y′,
z = g−1
√
D(z′) cosh gt′.
(12)
12See app. A. Note that throughout the main text of this article we use primed letters
to indicate coordinates and tensors in the supported frame; also, we denote the Dt of the
appendix as simply D.
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From the inertial point of view, supported observers are seen to move on
constantly accelerating hyperbolic trajectories (with accelerations depending
on their z′). This is true also for supported charges, which will then radiate
as discussed in 3.1, validating our prediction as to the result of experiment
3.
What about the converse? We obtain the trajectories of freely falling test
bodies as seen from the supported frame by means of the geodesic equation
in the “accelerated” coordinates (the required Christoffel coefficients may
be found in eq. (35) of app. A). The possibility of casting the metric in
the unified Rindler form (11) by a suitable choice of the coordinate system
should not obscure the circumstance that for different choices of D(z′) we
get different shapes for the geodesics, a fact that is obviously relevant to our
considerations. In particular, hyperbolic motion is obtained only by setting
[32]
D(z′) =
1
cosh2
√
(1− gz′)2 − 1
.(13)
Interestingly, supported observers will not in general see a freely falling
object move on a hyperbolic trajectory. As Rohrlich [32] remarks, “this pro-
vides a simple example dispelling the often expressed belief that in general
relativity acceleration is relative and therefore reciprocal in the sense that
the motion of A relative to B is identical (apart from a sense of direction)
with the motion of B relative to A”.
3.3. Physics in the supported frame. Let us put our supported refer-
ence frame to good use by calculating the result of experiments 1 and 2.
Since the metric is not manifestly Minkowskian, we must explicitly incorpo-
rate it within Maxwell’s equations of electro-magnetism:
g′
αβ
∇α∇βA
′µ = −4pij′
µ
,(14)
F ′µν = ∂µA
′
ν − ∂νA
′
µ,(15)
in the Lorentz gauge ∇µA
′µ = 0. To model experiment 1, we must find the
fields of a charge at rest at x′ = y′ = z′ = 0 in the supported frame. Since
however we know that the charge performs hyperbolic motion in the inertial
frame, rather than solve equation (14) we may simply transform the field
components (7):
F ′µν =
∂xα
∂x′µ
∂xβ
∂x′ν
Fαβ ,(16)
and thus get [32],
E′φ′ = H
′
ρ′ = H
′
φ′ = H
′
z′ = 0,
E′ρ′ = g(z Eρ − tHφ), E
′
z′ =
dD(z′)
dz′
Ez
2 g
;
(17)
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and then, using (7) and (12),
E′ρ′ = 8 e ρ
′D(z′)/g3ξ′
3
,
E′z′ = −
2 e (ρ′2 + g−2 − g−2D(z′))
g3ξ′3
dD(z′)
dz′
,
ξ′ = g−2
√
(1 + g2ρ′2)2 + 2(−1 + g2ρ′2)D(z′) +D(z′)2.
(18)
Because the magnetic field vanishes throughout space-time independently of
D(z′), it is clear by our previous discussion that in the supported frame the
charge is not radiating. Thus, even if there is radiation in the inertial frame,
any evidence of energy transfer is hidden to observers that are standing with
the charge. What they see instead is an electric field which may be derived
from the potential
φ′ = eg
1 + g2ρ′2 +D(z′)
[(1 − g2ρ′2 −D(z′))2 + 4 g2ρ′2]1/2
.(19)
The shape of the field is dependent on the choice of D(z′): up to first order in
g, and writing D(z′) up to second order as D(z′) = 1+2z′g+αz′2g2+O(g3),
it follows
φ′ =
e
r′
+
e g z′(ρ′2 − (α− 2)z′2)
2 r′3
+O(g2),(20)
where obviously r′2 = ρ′2 + z′2.
The same reasoning may be applied to derive the fields of a freely falling
charge by transforming a pure Coulomb field to the supported frame; the
transformed fields turn out to be
E′φ′ = E
′
z′ = H
′
φ′ = H
′
z′ = 0,
E′ρ′ =
gρz ·Er
r
, E′z′ =
dD(z′)
dz′
z ·Er
2 g r
, H ′φ′ = −
1
D(z′)
dD(z′)
dz′
ρt · Er
2 r
;
(21)
and using Er = e/r
2 and (12),
E′ρ′ =
√
D(z′)
eρ′ cosh gt′
(ρ′2 + g−2D(z′) cosh2 gt′)3/2
,
E′z′ =
√
D(z′)
dD(z′)
dz′
e cosh gt′
2 g2(ρ′2 + g−2D(z′)2 cosh2 gt′)
,
H ′φ′ = −
1√
D(z′)
dD(z′)
dz′
eρ′ sinh gt′
2 g(ρ′2 + g−2D(z′) cosh2 gt′)3/2
.
(22)
In analogy to the criterion outlined in section 3.1 for the inertial case, we
may evaluate the flux of the resulting energy-momentum tensor through
light spheres centered on events on the worldline [32]. This flux is non-null,
proving that the charge does radiate. This settles experiment 2 for good,
and adds evidence to the claim that the notion of radiation is not invariant
with respect to transformations from inertial to accelerated frames. Yet we
still have to clarify how this can be compatible with energy considerations.
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3.4. The balance of energy in the four experiments. While in both
experiments 1 and 4 there is neither emission nor absorption of electro-
magnetic energy to be accounted for, we are left to ascertain the source
of the energy transferred to the detectors in experiments 2 and 3. The
discussion of section 3.1 applies directly to experiment 3: the energy for the
radiation emitted by the supported charge and detected in the inertial frame
must be provided by the agency enforcing the uniformly accelerated motion
of the charge. This balance is apparent in the Dirac-Lorentz equation (6)
for all “physical” accelerated motions, and stays true in the limit of pure
hyperbolic motion.
Experiment 2 is the direct classical analogue of the Unruh effect: even if
there is no detectable radiation in the inertial frame, the accelerated detector
does absorb energy. In the accelerated frame this energy is seen to come
from the radiation field (21). Yet, from the inertial point of view, the static
Coulomb field of the freely falling charge has no energy to lose. If there
were not an accelerating agency to support the detector, there would be
no radiation to detect; hence, it is clear that all transferred energy must
come from that agency. One can argue as follows: any detector of electro-
magnetic radiation must necessarily be charged on its own, and contain
internal degrees of freedom. Thus the accelerating agency will have to supply
an additional amount of work to balance the energy dissipated away by
radiation reaction from the accelerating charged detector. Inertial observers
will perceive this physical effect as a radiation field coming from the detector.
Notice that this situation closely parallels what happens in the Unruh
effect, where absorption of a “Rindler particle” by the accelerated detector
is seen as emission of a “Minkowski particle” in the inertial frame [49].
In the quantum case, this emission is due to the unavoidable coupling of
the accelerated quantum detector to the vacuum state of the field. This
coupling can be shown to justify classical radiation reaction via a fluctuation-
dissipation theorem [50, 51].
Appendix A. Derivation of a constant homogeneous flat metric
We reproduce here Rohrlich’s derivation [32] of the metric appropriate to a
constant homogeneous gravitational field. We begin from the most general
Lorentzian metric gµν . Staticity implies that the time coordinate can be
separated and the metric written as
ds2 = −gtt dt
2 + gij dx
idxj ;(23)
where no coefficient depends on t. We can now diagonalize the spatial metric
and impose homogeneity along coordinates x and y: thus all coefficients will
be functions of z only,
ds2 = −Dt(z) dt
2 +Dx(z) dx
2 +Dy(z) dy
2 +Dz(z) dz
2.(24)
The only non vanishing Christoffel coefficients turn out to be
Γttz =
1
2
D′t(z)
Dt(z)
, Γxxz =
1
2
D′x(z)
Dx(z)
,
Γzxx = −
1
2
D′x(z)
Dz(z)
, Γzzz =
1
2
D′z(z)
Dz(z)
, Γztt =
1
2
D′t(z)
Dz(z)
.
(25)
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We require flatness by imposing that all components of the Riemann tensor
vanish. Thus we get the set of equations,
D′tD
′
x = D
′
tD
′
y = D
′
xD
′
y = 0;(26)
2D′′i −
(D′i)
2
Di
−
D′zD
′
i
Dz
= 0 for i = x, y, t;(27)
which implies that two out of Dt, Dx and Dy must be constant. Let us
now impose the Newtonian limit. The equation of motion for test particles
falling in the gravitational field is ruled by the the geodesic equation:
d2xρ
dτ2
+ Γµµνu
µuν = 0.(28)
For motions much slower than the speed of light we may approximate the
proper time τ with t and the four-velocity dxµ/dτ as (1, 0, 0, 0). For the
“vertical” component of the motion, we get
d2z
dt2
+ Γz00 =
d2z
dt2
+
D′t(z)
2Dz(z)
= 0.(29)
From this equation, we learn that Dt cannot be a constant, since otherwise
we would not obtain a gravitational force field in the non-relativistic limit.
Thus Dx and Dy must be constants that we can absorb in the definition of
x and y. Our new form for the metric is then
ds2 = −Dt(z) dt
2 + dx2 + dy2 +Dz(z) dz
2,(30)
where by (27),
2D′′t
D′t
−
D′t
Dt
=
D′z
Dz
;(31)
hence,
Dz(z) =
(
C
d
dz
√
Dt(z)
)2
,(32)
where C is a constant of integration. By (29), for small displacements z we
get C = 1/g and
Dt(z)→ 1 + 2gz for gz ≪ 1, gt≪ 1.(33)
We may therefore write our line element in the final form
ds2 = −Dt(z) dt
2 + dx2 + dy2 + (
√
Dt(z)
′
/g)2dz2,(34)
where Dt(z) is required to approximate 1 + 2gz to first order in gz. Finally
we rewrite the updated non-null Christoffel coefficients,
Γttz =
√
Dt(z)
′
√
Dt(z)
, Γzzz =
√
Dt(z)
′′
√
Dt(z)
′ , Γ
z
tt = g
2
√
Dt(z)√
Dt(z)
′ .(35)
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